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About This Game

She probably shouldn't have stolen the guns and gold from those bandits. And getting that bounty put on her head doesn't help
much either. The lawmen aren't too far behind the bandits. No way out of this one, might as well go out with a hell of a bang.
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A frantic and fast-paced 2D arena shooter with an eye for (gun) details. Earn a high score and increase the bounty on your head
while fighting on a runaway train crawling with enemies.

Featuring:
- 8 Unique guns that mimic their real life counter-parts

- 4 Unique enemies and 2 variants
- Shooting enemy bullets out of the air

- Meticulously designed gun sounds
- Nine train level layouts

- Time of day background changes
- Detailed lifetime stat tracking

- Lifetime highest scores tracking
- All original art and music

- Unlockable cosmetic customization options
- 8 Steam trading cards to collect

- 50 unlockable achievements
- A fully animated music player

- And a detailed gun gallery for your favorite firearms
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We want to reach as many people as possible, so we will also be posting this game for free on various web portals like itch.io
and GameJolt! However, if you like the game please consider supporting us by purchasing it on Steam.

Website:

mysteryegggames.com

Follow Dev Progress:

https://trello.com/c/xlVUHZ4C/78-press-articles

Play the free version:

http://gamejolt.com/games/gungungun/188875

https://mysteryegggames.itch.io/gun-gun-gun

http://www.indiedb.com/games/gungungun
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A real love letter to the days of Contra and side scroll shoot 'em ups; Gungungun delivers a simple yet effective measure of
frantic, arcady action. Detailed sprite animations plus the plethora of firearms to use create fun, fast-paced gameplay
centeralized upon twitch reflexes and adept use of mobility.

If you have had a Run 'n Gun itch, this debut title from Mystery Egg Games is well worth your time.. Takes you back to the
days when Mom forced you to go do laundry with her in the laundrymat and you found yourself playing arcade machines trying
to beat your highscore.
GUNGUNGUN is mindless fun that makes you want to stay alive for as long as possible. What feels like 10 minutes turns out
only to be less than 3 minutes, and what feels like hours is only actual 6 two-minute rounds. As time elaspses, the amount of
enemies increase, making it harder to keep track of who is shooting, when to jump, and who you should be shooting to keep
your combo higher. You just get so into the action that you eventually start making dumb mistakes that could've been avoided.
For a game that was just released, it seems to have everything in order with only minor kinks that don't completely ruin the
gameplay, but should be looked into.
-Pressing ESC will take you to the main menu and end your game
-Double jumping removes your cosmetic
But for a game I snazzed for only $3.99 (on sale), very fun.. This is a simple, straightforward little game. It's fun and it packs a
punch. The action picks up quickly and before you know it you're running and jumping like a mad (wo)man shooting at
anything that moves.

I think my favorite part of this game is shooting in midair. Anywhere becomes a vantage point to rain down fire on enemies
while also leaving yourself exposed. It adds another of level of skill to the game.

If you want to see this game grow, please try it out for yourself. You won't be disappointed.. This is a game where there's Guns
except three times. You are this one lady that nobody likes, you'll know this because everyone wants her dead. So you make
them dead first. If you're expecting super intricate in-depth gameplay and lore this is not your game, it is an arcade-style shooter
where you aim for the high score. And hats. The hats are entertaining. Read the flavor text that appears when you put them on!

There's still a lot left to be added, so this isn't all you're getting so far. I recommend it and I bought it to support the devs.

P.S. You can use Xbox controllers but I prefer mouse and keyboard.. PEWPEWPEWDED.Awesome game 2d I love 2d games!
Needs more guns and items like a wepon upgrade or a skill and a perk. If this can happen this game will be more crazy!. A
quick and fast-paced 2D shooter with randomly-generated arenas and a ton of different guns to massacre hordes of enemies
with. The gunplay looks and feels great, and building up combos feels very rewarding and gives you an incentive to keep a
killstreak going as you dodge your way around. While there isn't a ton of content to be had here at the moment, with only a few
enemy types and one game mode, GUNGUNGUN will be sure to fill that need for Contra-like gameplay for you and a friend..
this game is a wonderful throwback to retro side scrolling shooters. has beautiful animation. seeing the attention to detail with
the various gun animations. kawaii graphics. a classic highscore mechanism. fantastic music. humor and fun great game!. Should
be called FunFunFun! Great game, really good tactile feedback, and super nice retro graphic feel!
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